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Abstract
A recent computer vision technique for object classification in still images
is the biologically-inspired Expert Object Recognition (EOR). This thesis
adapts and extends the EOR approach for use with segmented video data.
Properties of this data, such as segmentation masks and the visibility of an
object over multiple frames, are exploited to decrease human supervision and
increase accuracy. Several types of runtime learning are facilitated: class-
level learning in which object types that are not included in the training set
are given artificial classes; viewpoint-level learning in which novel views of
training objects are associated with existing classes; and instance-level learn
ing of images that are somewhat similar to training images. The architec
ture of EOR, consisting of feature extraction, clustering, and cluster-specific
principal component analysis, is retained. However, the K-means clustering
algorithm used in EOR is replaced in this system by an augmented version of
Fuzzy K-means. This algorithm is incrementally run over the lifetime of the
system, and automatically determines an appropriate number of partitions
based on the data in memory and on a system parameter. In addition, the
edge and line-based feature extraction of EOR is replaced with a global ap
plication of the principal component analysis, which increases accuracy when
used with segmented video data. Classification output for the system consists
of a multi-class hypothesis for each tracked object, from which a single-class
"hard"
hypothesis may be determined. The system, named VEOR (video
expert object recognition), is designed for and tested with noisy, automati
cally segmented
real-world data, consisting of both videos and still images of
vehicle (car, pickup truck, and van) profiles.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Object recognition is a difficult and important problem in computer vision,
and is integral to the understanding of video events by a computer. An en
couraging fact, however, is that humans can perform this task with great
speed, accuracy, and ease. The biologically inspired system proposed by
Bruce Draper, Kyungim Baek, and Jeff Boody, called expert object recog
nition (EOR) [1, 2, 3], yields results that surpass those of the system's con
stituent algorithms. However, their approach is engineered for use with still
images, and while potentially of great use to video analysis, has limitations
which prevent it from being applied to that domain. An EOR-based ap
proach called VEOR (video expert object recognition), which attempts to
address these limitations, is proposed in this thesis. VEOR is specialized for
the needs of video understanding and tuned for use with segmented video
data. In addition, this thesis seeks to determine how well this approach ap-
plies to real world data, and is tested with a database of segmented cars,
trucks, and vans.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 gives background in
formation on the EOR system and its incorporated algorithms. Chapter 3
presents problems that prevent the existing EOR implementation from being
applied to video data, and describes some features that would be desirable
in an object recognition system for video. The architecture of VEOR and
the details of its subsystems and algorithms are found in chapter 4. Chapter
5 describes experiments with different data sets and their results. Chapter 6
presents conclusions.
Because continued research in this area is planned, implementation-specific
notes that describe functions, their arguments and return values, system pa
rameters, etc., are included. These notes are by no means an exhaustive
guide to the VEOR implementation; they are merely meant as a starting
point, so that code and comments may be put into context. The implemen
tation consists of MATLAB code, and all system parameters are settable
using the parameters function.
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Chapter 2
The Expert Object Recognition
approach
Expert object recognition is a specific kind of human object recognition that
is concerned with fast recognition and discernment of familiar types of ob
jects. Objects are recognized on both instance and category levels. For
example, while a familiar face may be associated with a specific individual,
an unfamiliar face would still be recognized as human.
In a series of two papers [3, 1] and one doctoral dissertation [2], Draper,
Baek, and Boody proposed a biologically inspired approach to object recog
nition based on the human expert object recognition pathway, dubbed the
expert object recognition (EOR) system. EOR has been actively developed,
and the algorithmic choices and parameterization differ somewhat from pa
per to paper. In the most recent publication, Draper et al. find the results
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of the system to be quite good, outperforming all of the constituent algo
rithms used [1]. Further research is being done in all of the modules of EOR,
particularly in the areas of feature extraction and exemplar matching.
The expert object recognition pathway in the human brain, modeled by
the EOR system, consists of three main stages which sequentially extract
features from, categorize, and match viewed images to visual memories.
The EOR life cycle is divided into training and runtime phases, the latter
of which can be used as a testing phase. The same general stages are found
in both the training and testing phases: feature extraction, which computes
feature vectors for image data; categorization, which partitions images into
groups based on the similarity of their feature vectors; and exemplar match
ing, which is responsible for determining the best match for a runtime image
from within its assigned partition. The flow of data among these stages can
be seen at a high level in figure 2.1. The stages are described in detail in the
following sections.
An implementation of EOR was developed as a starting point for VEOR,
and so that the two approaches may be quantitatively compared. In this
implementation, feature extraction is applied to each training image serially,
generating a set of feature vectors. The
categorization stage is applied to the
feature vectors in a single step, and calculations necessary to allow exemplar
matching are performed sequentially
on each generated partition of training
data. During testing, images are fully processed sequentially. Where the













Figure 2.1: EOR system architecture.
special note will be made.
2.1 Edge Detection
The VI area of the brain consists primarily of edge detecting simple cells,
and of complex cells which sum the simple cell outputs [2]. Gabor functions,
the products of Gaussian and sinusoidal functions, are the accepted model
of simple cell receptive fields. Two types of Gabor filters, even and odd,
are particularly sensitive to bars and to edges, respectively. The sinusoid
used in the creation of even filters is a cosine function, while that used for
odd filters is a sine function. Basic even and odd filters are generated in
this implementation with a script from the VENUS [5] system. Those filters
are then rotated to 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees to detect edges and bars
of different orientations; these are rescaled multiple times, producing filters
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sensitive to edges and bars of various sizes. However, the performance of the
implementation as a whole was slightly better when only the smallest filters
(seven by seven pixels) were used, than when the three sizes (7, 15, and 31
square pixels [2]) found in the literature were used. Using only the smallest
filter size also decreased processing time significantly. Recent correspondence
with Dr. Draper confirms that the working version of the EOR system uses
only the smallest filter size as well.
Complex VI cells are modeled by summing the squared output from sim
ple cells. This serves to create a rectified energy map denoting edge strength
across the filtered image [2]. Some difference exists among the different EOR
proposals as to whether the rectified energies of the individual orientations
are to be summed into an average [1], or kept separate as input for the next
stage of processing [2]. The approach used in this implementation was to
sum the outputs and normalize the result to the range [0,1].
Two small algorithmic additions that increased performance a small amount
were to smooth images using an averaging filter prior to Gabor filtering, and
to normalize their values to [-1,1]. The latter step serves to remedy a short
coming of applying Gabor filters
to image data rather than to a contrast map
(as in [5]). This problem is evidenced by the fact that a white object on a
black background will generate a very different edge response than a black
object on a white background. Normalizing the input to [-1,1], combined
with the rectification step, produces
identical edge responses for both. In
fact, the results were qualitatively very




Figure 2.2: Gabor energies of cat faces. The top row is the unfiltered input.
The second, third, and fourth rows are the faces filtered with even and odd
Gabor filters of sizes 7, 15, and 31, respectively, in false color. The input
images were first scaled to the range [-1,1] and smoothed.
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ing Gabor filters to a contrast map. A contrast map is generated using a
filter with a shape similar to that of a Gabor filter, such as a difference of
Gaussians filter [5]. This similarity of results, however, calls into question
the necessity of the extra filtering. The effects of Gabor filtering at different
resolutions, after smoothing and normalizing, may be seen in figure 2.2.
In this implementation, the sizes of filters, and the number of filter sizes,
are determined by the system parameter gabor (a vector of in
tegers); the number of orientations by gabor_orientCt; and the number of
phases (1 for odd filters, 2 for both even and odd filters) by gabor
2.2 Line Detection
In the human brain, further feature extraction is performed by the lateral
occipital cortex (LOC), the cells of which respond to structural, or edge-
based, properties. Specifically, non-accidental properties, such as collinearity,
parallelism, symmetry, and antisymmetry are detected. The EOR system
performs a subset of the functions of the LOC by using the Hough transform
to discover collinearity [1]. This algorithm finds, for every non-zero pixel in
an image, along what lines that pixel may lie. Response values are collected
in bins in "Hough space", a discrete two-dimensional space whose axes are
the orientation and perpendicular distance from the origin of possible lines.
Thus, bins represent individual lines across the input image, and the value of
the bins represents the cumulative evidence for the existence of those lines. In
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standard image processing, Hough space responses are thresholded
to detect
lines. However, the goal of this stage of the EOR system is to produce a
signature that identifies an image by its non-accidental features, so all of the
response data are kept.
Unfortunately, all attempts to gain performance in this implementation
using the Hough transform were futile. Under any
parameterization with
Hough, performance was very significantly lower than without. This may be
because of some incorrect assumption that is not specifically detailed in the
literature, because, in the literature, Hough added greatly to performance
[1]. Thus, under the default parameterization, this implementation follows
the earliest specification of EOR [3], in which Hough was not used. The
system flag useHough determines whether or not the transform is included
in feature extraction. The implementation of the Hough transform used here
is from [19].
2.3 Categorization
While the next two stages in the biological expert object recognition pathway
are not as well understood as those previously discussed, there is evidence
that the fusiform gyrus and right inferior frontal gyrus perform categorization
and exemplar matching, respectively [3]. Categorization in the EOR system
serves to partition training images into groups according to the similarity of
their feature vectors. The average values for these clusters, known as cluster
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centers, centroids, or prototypes, are calculated as part of categorization.
Runtime images are then assigned to clusters whose centroids are closest to
their feature vectors. Exemplar matching for an image is performed using
the subset of training data associated with its cluster.
Categorization in EOR is modeled by the K-means clustering algorithm.
K-means is a simple iterative algorithm that can quickly categorize multi
dimensional input into clusters, while simultaneously calculating the mean
value for each cluster [7]. Clustering does not improve the performance of
the system much in terms of accuracy [1]; however, it allows visual memories
to be stored at a high level of compression, as described in the next section.
The number of clusters is determined before runtime by the parameter k.
K-means belongs to a category of clustering algorithms that seek to min
imize a distance (or error) metric between data and their assigned cluster
centroids. The objective function that the algorithm seeks to minimize is
jKM{x, c) = __.N (2-i)
j=l i=l
X is a vector ofdata to be partitioned; each datum x G X is itself a feature





n3- is the number of
data in cluster j. C is a matrix of cluster centroids, and each centroid ceC
has the same dimensionality (length) as the vectors in X || *
||2
denotes
a particular distance metric [7]. Squared Euclidean distance is the most
common distance function, and is used here. Other error measures include
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Algorithm 1 The K-means algorithm [8]
1. Initialize k (a parameter) cluster centroids in C to the values of k
random data in X.
2. Assign membership of each datum to the cluster centroid to which it
is closest.
3. Recompute the values of the centroids to be the mean values of their
member data.
4. If a convergence criterion is not met, go to step 2.
"city
block"
and Mahalanobis distances. K-means is implemented using the
technique of alternating optimization, in which optimal values for C and
cluster membership are calculated in turn until some convergence criterion
(or criteria) is met [8]. Common convergence strategies are to stop when
no change in cluster membership occurs, or when total change of centroid
locations is less than a threshold. The steps of K-means are as follows.
Some typical clusters generated when K-means is applied (following Gabor-
based feature extraction) to the cat and dog database (see section 5.1) are
shown in figure 2.3.
Draper and his colleagues found that performance was increased by over
estimating the value for k, possibly because the actual classes in the data do
not reflect a Gaussian distribution [1]. The results of this implementation
support this.
Although a new implementation of K-means was created for this imple
mentation, its performance was not as consistent as that of the K-means
19
Figure 2.3: Clustered cat and dog faces. Each row represents a different
cluster.
implementation found in the MATLAB statistical toolbox. The reason for
this is unknown. The differing results may be due to the fact that the per
formance of K-means varies greatly with the choice of initial cluster centers.
However, use of the statistical toolbox version did not improve exemplar
matching performance of the
system significantly when compared to the new
K-means implementation. The statistical toolbox implementation may be




Once an image has been assigned to a cluster at runtime,
exemplar matching
finds its best match from within the contents of that
cluster. Psychologists
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have hypothesized that visual memories are retained in the brain as "com
pressed images", and some experimental data support this idea [1].
Com
pression in the EOR system is facilitated by the use of a subspace projection
algorithm, the principal component analysis
(PCA). PCA is a statistical tech
nique that exploits similarities in data. It has proved useful in the field of
computer vision, and has been used for years as a face matching algorithm
[!]
PCA finds orthogonal vectors along which the maximum variance in a
dataset lies, and captures that variance in new variables by making the vec
tors axes in a subspace. In this way, most of the variance of a dataset can
be represented by a relatively small number of dimensions. Details of PCA
are found in the following section. By forcing similar images into clusters,
and generating a different subspace for each cluster, the EOR system allows
PCA to very effectively compress a dataset consisting of dissimilar objects
[2]. Another advantage to clustering and subspace matching is that, instead
of finding the nearest match to an image from the entire training dataset in
high-dimensional image space, EOR finds the nearest match to the image in
a low-dimensional subspace from a clustered subset of the data.
In [3], PCA is applied to image data, while in [1], it is applied to the same
feature vectors upon which K-means operates. Both strategies were tested
in this implementation, with the former achieving better performance. The
pcaOnRawData system flag determines which strategy is used.
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The Principal Component Analysis
As mentioned previously, PCA projects data into an artificial subspace, and
can function as a variable reduction procedure. PCA differs from subspace
projection algorithms such as the Fourier transform in that the basis vectors
for the subspace are derived from the data to be transformed. The projection
matrix consists of basis vectors (subspace axes) that are orthonormal to one
another [16]. Thus, the vectors are mutually uncorrected [17].
When PCA is performed on a dataset, the mean value is subtracted from
the data, and a covariance matrix is calculated from the result [18]. Infor
mation in data is usually encoded as variance, and the ability to capture
most of that variance in a small number of variables is how PCA accom
plishes variable reduction. PCA works best when there exists a high level
of redundancy (covariance) among input variables [17]. When performed on
raw image data, the redundancy exploited by PCA is that of pixels whose
values vary together. A simplified example: if a particular region of pixels
share the same graylevel value within each image in a dataset, but that value
varies among the different images, then a single subspace variable may rep
resent the intensity of all of those pixels. Likewise, a subspace variable may
encode the presence and degree of a feature common to some, but not all, of
the dataset. However, because PCA applied in this fashion is pixel-based, a
spatial translation of a particular feature could not be so cleanly represented.
When calculating the projection matrix, a basis vector is found that ac











Figure 2.4: Two-dimensional illustration of the major steps of PCA, courtesy
of [16].
principal component. Another vector is found, orthogonal to the first, which
captures the maximum remaining variance in the data, and so on; each sub
sequent component accounts for the maximal amount of
"residual"
variance
not captured by the previous components. The method by which these ba
sis vectors are found is to calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix of the data [16]. The order of principal components is the
same as the descending order of their corresponding eigenvalues; that is, the
eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue is the first principal component [18].
As many principal components may be found for a dataset as exist vari
ables in its input vectors. Each principal component represents an axis in
the PCA subspace; therefore, when data are transformed by their
"full"
PCA
projection matrix, the dimensionality (and size) of the output is identical to
that of the input. However, because most of the information in the data is
captured in the initial principal components, the latter components may be
ignored, and only a small amount of information is lost. There are many
methods that may be used to determine exactly how many and which
com-
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ponents to retain, such as the eigenvalue-one criterion, the scree test, and
setting a threshold on the proportion of variance for which retained compo
nents must account [17]. These methods make their determination based on
the dataset at hand. However, EOR takes a simpler approach, and retains
a number of eigenvectors specified by a system parameter. This value was a
variable in the experiments of Draper et al. [1].
Once the transformation matrix for a dataset is calculated, data may be
projected through it [18]. The size of the projected data is proportional to
the number of retained basis vectors. In addition, a reconstruction of the
original dataset may be produced by projecting subspace data through the
transpose of the transformation matrix. If as many principal components
exist as variables in the input, then no information is lost, and a perfect
reconstruction may be created. However, only an approximation can be
recovered if some of the eigenvectors are ignored [18].
2.5 Summary
Now that the building blocks of EOR have been described, the end to end
procedure will be shown for the sake of comprehension. The steps followed
by EOR in training and in testing are as follows.
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Algorithm 2 EOR, training phase
1. Extract features from training images using Gabor filters.
2. Cluster the feature vectors into k partitions using K-means.
3. For each cluster, create a transformation matrix by performing PCA
on the images associated with that cluster. Project each datum into
its cluster's subspace.
Algorithm 3 EOR, testing phase
1. Extract features from the testing image using Gabor filters.
2. Find the cluster centroid (as computed in training) closest to the feature
vector.
3. Project the image into the PCA subspace for that cluster, and find its
closest match from the projected cluster members. This is the exemplar




Gaborski et al. from the RIT department of computer science have developed
a novel video event recognition system, called VENUS [5], which is capable of
detecting novelty in a video scene based on habituation to color and motion.
However, the long-term goal for the system is to be able to describe what
happens in a scene, and object recognition plays a key role in that regard.
The prospect of applying the EOR approach in this way is appealing. EOR
may be trained on any number of arbitrary classes; that is, it is a generic
approach that can be specialized for various applications by choosing differ
ent training sets. In the area of video understanding, training data could be
selected based on what objects are expected to appear in a scene, and also on
those objects whose presence should be cause for alarm. In addition, EOR
lends itself to use with video data. The attention window, a part of visual
pathway lacking implementation in EOR, may be simulated through
back-
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ground detection-based object segmentation (see section
4.2). Also, while
EOR associates images with previously seen images, an associative memory
that would label those images (along with other reasoning-related tasks) is
deemed to be outside the scope of EOR [2]. Plans to introduce a robust
associative memory into VENUS could fill
this role and achieve more reliable
classification results.
However, significant issues stand in the way of providing an EOR im
plementation suitable for use in a video system, especially with regards to
runtime learning. Learning would be a highly advantageous feature for a
video-based system, especially one engineered for the detection of novelty.
In a realistic setting, an object may look differently from one frame to the
next, because of rotation, shadow, partial occlusion, or noise. Knowledge,
gained through learning, that a class may appear in views different from
those trained upon would aid further identification of instances of that class.
Objects whose classes were not included in the training set may also be en
countered, and should be classified as unknown objects. However, if two
such objects appear in a video sequence, an intelligent response would be to
classify the objects as the same type, even though the system does know a
symbolic label for that type.
The current EOR system makes a strong distinction between training
and testing phases, which precludes online learning. This distinction is com
plicated by the fact that two of the algorithms, K-means and PCA, would
need to be applied to the entire dataset every time that an object is added to
27
memory. This high amount of processing may be redundant and unnecessary.
Likewise, the number and selection of retained images is an important issue,
as this determines how often learning must occur and in what way visual
memory is increased. The K-means clustering algorithm is too inflexible of
an approach to partitioning for this environment, because it requires a spec
ification of k, the number of clusters. In a realistic setting, an appropriate
number of clusters may not be determinable before runtime and may need




The VEOR (Video Expert Object Recognition) system seeks to apply the
EOR approach to video input, and addresses the concerns found in chap
ter 3 through algorithmic additions, substitutions, and modifications. Its
responsibilities are a superset of those of EOR, because it performs object
tracking and symbolic labeling in addition to visual matching. Runtime vi
sual learning is facilitated in multiple ways. Instances of known classes, from
both known (trained) and unknown (novel) perspectives, can be introduced
into memory. Artificial classes are created for unclassifiable input. The time
required to add an image to memory is kept to a minimum by reusing exist
ing cluster information when repartitioning. This keeps cluster membership
fairly stable, in addition to reducing clustering time. Thus, local PCA needs
to be applied only to clusters whose membership has changed, and then only










Figure 4.1: Architecture of the VEOR system. Arrows indicate the flow of
information.
4.1 VEOR System Architecture
VEOR is divided into logical subsystems. Functionality modeled after EOR
is found in the EOR subsystem. A separate Membership subsystem cal
culates class membership hypotheses for objects, while the Object Tracking
subsystem is responsible for following objects through successive frames. Seg
mentation of video data is a necessary pre-processing step for VEOR input.
The relationships between these modules are shown in figure 4.1.
The EOR subsystem in VEOR consists of the same stages as EOR: feature
extraction, clustering, and
exemplar matching, but substitutions and modifi
cations have been made. The
edge- and line-based feature extraction of EOR
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has been replaced with a global application of PCA, and the K-means
clus
tering algorithm has been replaced
with a learning-enabled algorithm based
on Fuzzy K-means [8]. Exemplar matching in VEOR
happens in much the
same way as in EOR.
The distinction between training and runtime (testing) phases has been
carried over from EOR; however, this division may be somewhat mislead
ing, because learning continues to occur during the runtime phase. Training
data are extracted from segmented video footage, and consist of four parts:
a video frame containing the training object, a corresponding segmentation
frame that masks the object, the class of the object, and a coordinate pair
specifying a point which lies within the object's segmentation mask. Be
cause the training data are taken from real-world video footage, which is
segmented based solely on motion, a segmentation mask used in training
may find multiple objects within its corresponding video frame. This is why
the coordinate pair is necessary: it specifies which masked region corresponds
to the training object. Runtime input consists of a video and a correspond
ing segmentation video, each frame ofwhich is a segmentation mask. Classes
for runtime objects are unknown, and coordinate pairs are unnecessary be
cause every segmented object (that meets certain constraints) is classified.
Multiple objects within a single frame are classified simultaneously.
The major steps of the VEOR system during training and testing are
described by algorithms 4 and 5.
In many applications, a particular viewpoint of an object looks very
simi-
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Figure 4.2: Example of VEOR training sample. The first two pieces of
data associated with this sample are a video frame and its corresponding
mask, shown above. The third and fourth are the class name
"car"
and the
(row,column) coordinate (87,79), which specifies the location of the object
of interest. The upper-left corner of the images are considered to be the
coordinate origins, (1,1).
Algorithm 4 VEOR, training phase
1. Extract segmented image patches from training data.
2. Assign membership of all training images to their respective classes.
3. Extract coarse features from training images by performing PCA and
projecting the data into the global PCA subspace. This generates fea
ture vectors.
4. Initialize a small number of cluster centroids to the locations of random
feature vectors.
5. Perform Fuzzy K-means. If any cluster does not meet certain "good
ness"
criteria, add a new centroid that is the mean of a random subset
of the cluster, and repeat step 5.
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Algorithm 5 VEOR, testing phase
For each tracked object in each frame:
1. Extract a segmented image patch from the frame.
2. Extract coarse features from the image patch by projecting it into the
global PCA space.
3. Find the cluster centroid closest to the generated feature vector.
4. If the local PCA transformation matrix for that cluster is not up to
date, compute it by performing PCA on the cluster's corresponding
image data.
5. Project the image patch into the local PCA subspace for its cluster,
and find the closest match from the projected cluster members.
6. If the distance (in global PCA space) from the testing image to its
exemplar match is below a threshold, contribute the membership of
the exemplar match to the membership of the test image, and skip
steps 7-10.
7. Otherwise, introduce the testing image into the training set and per
form steps 2-4 of the training sequence, with the exception that the
initial cluster centroids in step 3 are set to the current cluster cen
troids.
8. Find the exemplar match for the testing image fromwithin its new clus
ter by performing steps 4-5 of the testing sequence, while disallowing
the exemplar match from being the testing image itself.
9. If the image is partitioned into a cluster by itself, then a new class is
created for it, and membership is assigned to that class.
10. Otherwise, contribute the membership of the exemplar match to the
membership of the test image.
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lar to the mirror image (horizontal reflection) of another. For example, a car
facing to the right probably looks like the mirror image of the same car facing
to the left. Addingmirror images of the entire training database into memory
would be redundant, so a different method is used. If mirroring is enabled,
both an object's image and its reflection are exemplar matched (see section
4.6), and whichever match is "better", or closer, is used for classification (or
is learned see section 4.8.1).
Implementation notes
All persistent data are stored in a "VEOR data structure", which is a sim
ple MATLAB structure. Examples of such data are cluster centroids, PCA
transformation matrices, and membership information. This is done so that
multiple
"instances"
of VEOR, trained separately and with different states,
may be run side-by-side in an application. Several VEOR functions take one
of the data structures as an argument.
The parameter flag EOR_mirrorlmages determines whether image mir
roring is used at runtime.
4.2 Foreground segmentation
Before an object can be classified, it must first be located; that is, pixels cor
responding to objects
must be distinguished from those corresponding to un
interesting background. In VEOR, this
is done using Stauffer and Grimson's
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mixture of Gaussians background subtraction technique [6], implemented by
Jason Roberts. The input for this stage of processing is simple video data,
and the output is a mask video. Each frame in the output video corresponds
to a frame in the input, and the presence of an object in the input frame is
noted by a connected group of white pixels in its mask. All other pixels in
the mask video are black. Objects in a scene may then be separated from
background by performing a logical
"AND"
operation between a video frame
and its mask.
Segmentation is achieved through detection and modeling of background.
When an object moves through a scene, it does not fit into the background
model and is thus detected as foreground. The particular method described
in [6] is noteworthy in that it adapts to a scene, is robust to lighting changes
and multimodal backgrounds, and can assimilate new objects into the back
ground if they become stationary for a period of time. Pixel color values
are clustered into any number of Gaussian distributions (a parameter), and
these distributions are ranked according to their likelihood of belonging to
background. The heuristics used for this ranking are based on a Gaussian's
variance (a moving object tends to cause more variation in a given pixel than
does background) and persistence (the colors associated with a moving object
tend to appear for a short amount of time, to be replaced by background).
Once ranked, a certain number of Gaussians are accepted as the current
background model, based on a threshold that defines the minimum number
of recent data that should be considered background. Pixel values that fall
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within those distributions (by default, within 2.5 standard deviations) are
exclusively labeled as background.
The default number of Gaussians, three, allows for the segmentation of
foreground from a bimodal background (the third Gaussian is used for fore
ground) under noisy conditions. When segmentation was performed for the
testing data described in sections 5.2 and 5.3, however, only two Gaussians
were used, because the short lengths of the involved video clips rendered
multimodal background detection unneccesary. Multimodal background de
tection should be used when providing VEOR with longer input videos.
After detecting background, morphological processing is performed to re
move from masks small patches ofwhite pixels that represent noise or incon
sequentially small moving objects. In addition, the morphological processing
serves to smooth the outlines of objects, fill holes in masks, and connect
foreground components that are close to one another. Components in such
close proximity often belong to the same object. The results of foreground
detection are shown in figure 4.2.
4.3 Object tracking
After foreground pixels have been identified, they may be interpreted as
belonging to objects. Regions of connected
foreground pixels are found, and
region properties (centroid, area, and bounding box) are calculated. Regions
that meet acceptance criteria are then tracked
from one frame to the next.
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In the current VEOR implementation, regions must meet two criteria to
be tracked. First, any region that touches an edge of a frame is ignored. This
is because EOR is an appearance-based technique, and the similarity that it
would find between an object and a portion of that object decreases as less
of the object is visible. For example, it is unlikely that an image of a car
would be the exemplar match if one half of the same car image was used as
input. Thus, an object is not tracked until it is fully within the field of view,
and is no longer tracked when it begins to leave. Unfortunately, this same
situation may occur if an object becomes occluded while fully within the
frame, by background or another object, for instance, and this is a limitation
of the current implementation. The second region acceptance criterion is
that a tracked region must occupy at least a minimum number of pixels. One
reason for this is that, although themajority of segmentation noise is removed
through morphological processing, some is not. Any foreground region of
substantial size cannot be considered noise, so only objects are tracked. A
second reason is to eliminate the problem that far-away (low resolution)
objects are difficult to distinguish from one another, and are therefore difficult
to classify.
All regions meeting the acceptance criteria are tracked among frames as
objects. The actual tracking mechanism currently used in VEOR is very
limited, and is a stand-in for some more state-of-the-art object tracking al
gorithm. Implementation of a robust tracking scheme is beyond the scope of
this thesis, and work on such a system is currently underway by individuals
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in the RIT Department of Computer Science. The object tracking subsystem
in VEOR considers foreground regions in two consecutive frames to be the
same object if there is any overlap in their bounding boxes. Tracking behav
ior is undefined if there is a greater than one-to-one correspondence between
such regions. Resulting limitations include the inability to track objects that
disappear and reappear, objects that overlap one another, and objects that
move fast enough relative to the frame rate of video input such that there is
no overlap in regions between consecutive frames. In addition, if an object
occupies more than one region, each constituent region will be tracked sep
arately. For example, if a car drives behind a street sign, it will be tracked
as two separate objects while visually divided. However, this form of object
tracking serves as a proof of concept, and works well with
real-world input
that avoids these admittedly realistic situations.
Implementation notes
The object tracking subsystem is split into two separate functions:
findOb-
jects, which identifies foreground regions that meet the acceptance criteria,
and trackObjects, which tracks objects among frames. FindObjects takes only
a mask frame as a parameter, and returns all found objects as a MATLAB
struct array. The findObjects_minSize system parameter sets the minimum
number of pixels of which a region must consist for it to be considered an
object; if unspecified, the
parameter defaults to 40. TrackObjects takes two
struct arrays, of the type
returned by findObjects, as input: one for the
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current frame and one for the previous frame. The function uses these to
determine which of the found regions are new objects and which are objects
that have persisted from the previous frame, and relays this information with
three return arrays: one for objects that first appear in the new frame, one for
objects that have been tracked from the previous frame, and one for objects
that were in the previous frame but have disappeared. The structures used
as input and output for these functions are identical to those returned by the
regionprops MATLAB function, with the exception that they are assigned
an additional id field which specifies a unique numerical identifier for each
tracked object.
4.4 Feature extraction
Feature extraction in the EOR system consists of edge and line detection,
implemented as Gabor filtering and the Hough transform, respectively. Al
though these algorithms are incorporated into VEOR, a different feature ex
traction pathway is used by default. Gabor filtering and the Hough transform
may be enabled by setting system flags. In addition, processing is required
to transform input data into masked image patches. This processing is not
necessary in EOR, because image patches are provided as input.
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Initial processing
Each tracked object within a frame of video must undergo several transfor
mations before features may be extracted from it. Data provided to this stage
of processing consist of the video frame and mask frame in which an object
appears, as well as the coordinates of a point that lies within the object. At
runtime, these coordinates are retrieved from the region properties found by
the object tracking subsystem. During training, they are provided as input
data, in part because it is impossible to track an object across a single frame.
An object in a video occupies occupies a region whose size in pixels de
pends on the resolution of the video and on the distance of the object from
the camera. To compare pixel-based features among objects from different
frames, however, these regions must be rescaled to a common image patch
size, which in VEOR is square. Using the coordinate pair as a locator for the
appropriate region, the center and bounding box of the object are calculated
from the mask frame. All other foreground regions of the mask are zeroed
out to ensure that masks corresponding to other objects do not affect the
masking of the object at
hand. Next, the major axis of the object's region,
vertical or horizontal, is determined. The reason for this is that some objects
(such as pedestrians) are taller than they are wide, and other objects (such
as vehicles) are
wider than tall. To most effectively scale the object, tall
objects should occupy the full height of the final image patch, while wide
objects should occupy the full width. The minor axis
of the objects should
be scaled by the same factor as the major
axis. An alternate approach would
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be to scale the axes separately, allowing all objects to occupy
both the full
width and height of the final image patch; however, in doing this, important
implicit information regarding the aspect ratio of the
object would be lost.
If an object lies near the border of the frame in such a way that the patch to
be extracted extends beyond the frame's borders, then the frame is padded
symmetrically. Resizing, using bilinear interpolation, is then performed on
the relevant part of the video frame. Nearest-neighbor interpolation is used
when resizing the mask frame, because bilinear interpolation could cause in
appropriate gray pixels to appear between the black and white regions in the
mask.
If edge detection is enabled, then convolution with Gabor filters is applied.
When resizing is performed, extra pixels in all directions are also resized to
provide padding for the convolution, so that edge effects are avoided. The
object itself is extracted from the padding after convolution occurs, if it
occurs.
Finally, masking occurs through a logical
"OR"
operation between the
image and mask patches. If enabled, the Hough transform is applied to the
resulting image patch. The resulting data, be they grayscale image, edge
map, or hough space, are vectorized so that each pixel (or hough bin) is





Figure 4.3: Stages of initial input processing on a sample, (a) and (b) are
the sample's input video and mask frames, respectively, (c) and (d) are the
extracted and resized video and mask patches, (e) is the masked object if
Gabor filtering is not used, while (f), shown in false color, is the masked
object if a 7 x 7 filter is applied.
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Principal Component Analysis
PCA has long been used as a feature extraction tool in face recognition, in
which the variations among many different faces may be well-represented
within a PCA subspace [2]. In the EOR system, PCA is used in the exem
plar matching phase to discriminate among what the clustering algorithm
determines to be similar images. The creators of EOR note that PCA works
best when applied to images drawn from a normal distribution [3], and while
images of a certain type of object (such as the human face) may draw from a
normal distribution, a dataset consisting of different objects does not. Thus,
clustering allows local subspaces to be generated for the multiple normal dis
tributions that are mixed in such a dataset. In [2], PCA is tested as single
(global) classification step, and is found to be inferior to EOR when applied
to the cat and dog database (see section 5.1). However, Draper et al. show
that when EOR feature extraction is applied to aerial images of Fort Hood
before PCA is applied, performance is as good as the entire EOR system,
given a high enough number of retained dimensions [1]. Experiments with
VEOR using segmented vehicle data, however, show that performance is sig
nificantly worse when clustering is left out, no matter how many subspaces
are retained.
In the default VEOR configuration, a combination of these two approaches
to PCA is used, and the algorithm is applied at both a global and local level.
The global application of PCA functions as coarse feature extraction, results
from which are used for clustering. The cluster-specific application performs
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the same function as it does in EOR, which can be considered fine feature ex
traction. Thus PCA extracts the largest features that it can from a dataset:
inter-class features from a multi-class mixture, and inter-instance features
from a cluster. PCA is commonly used to reduce the dimensionality of data
before clustering is performed. Ding and He [15] show that PCA itself per
forms data clustering according to
K-means'
objective function, improving
the performance of clustering when the two techniques are used in sequence.
Experiments withVEOR also show that the increase in execution time caused
by the global PCA application is more than made up for by the decrease in
clustering time, and overall execution time is significantly decreased.
Replacing edge-based feature extraction with PCA is not without caveats,
however. As noted in [3], an advantage to using both Gabor filtering and PCA
is that different properties of the data are exploited by the two techniques:
boundary and intensity information, respectively. The negative effects of
applying PCA to grayscale images at all
levels is evidenced by the clusters
shown in figure 4.4. Dark cars tend to be clustered together, as do grayish
cars and whitish cars, whereas under edge-based feature extraction all such
cars would tend to be clustered together. In fact, when using the cat and
dog database (see section 5.1) as input,
VEOR performs worse with PCA
feature extraction than with Gabor filtering. Despite these issues,
PCA-
based feature extraction yields greater performance in terms of accuracy and
speed when segmented vehicle
data are used as input.
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Figure 4.4: Some cars and vans clustered using global PCA for feature ex
traction. Rows represent clusters. Note that vehicles tend to be clustered
both by their class and by their grayscale color.
Implementation notes
Image scaling and masking, as well as optional Gabor filtering and the Hough
transform, is handled by the MATLAB function EORPreProcessing. The ar
guments to this function are a video frame, a mask frame, and a two-element
location vector. An argument providing Gabor filters may be used if filter
ing is enabled, and is ignored otherwise. Two values are returned: an image
patch of the masked object, and a feature vector. If neither Hough nor Gabor
filtering are enabled, then that vector is simply the vectorized form of the
returned masked object. The parameters imgSizeC and imgSizeR specify the
size to which image patches should be rescaled, and the flags useGabor and
useHough specify whether those particular technologies are enabled. Gabor
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filtering is implemented in the functions genGabor and applyGabor, and the
Hough transform in hough.
The global application of PCA is in the EORClassify function, which is
also responsible for calling categorization and exemplar matching routines.
The parameter EOR_globalC specifies the number of subspace dimensions to
retain (a separate parameter specifies the number of local retained subspace
dimensions). The principal component analysis itself is implemented in the
pea function. A global PCA transformation matrix is recalculated every time
that an image is introduced into memory through learning.
4.5 Clustering
4.5.1 Requirements
The major requirements for VEOR clustering, other than the need for
high-
quality partitioning, are firstly the ability to automatically determine, from
input data, an appropriate number of clusters for those data; and secondly,
to efficiently facilitate learning. The need
for the former in a general-purpose,
dynamic environment is immediately apparent. However, the latter require
ment bears explanation. Every time the system learns, that is, when the sys
tem introduces new image data into memory, several time-consuming steps
occur. If PCA is used for feature extraction, then a new transformation
matrix must be calculated from the expanded data set. Clustering is then
performed on the transformed data. If an image is later matched into the
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cluster of the learned image, a cluster-specific transformation
matrix is com
puted. These three steps are unavoidable. What we
would like to avoid,
however, are unnecessary changes in the membership
of other clusters, be
cause a change in any cluster requires that a new
PCA transformation matrix
be calculated for it when an image is matched to the cluster. So, the need to
efficiently facilitate learning may be rephrased as an issue
of the stability of
clusters'
membership between partitionings. Another way
in which learning
is facilitated is that, when a learned object is partitioned into its own cluster,
an artificial class is created for it. This is described in detail in section 4.8.1.
4.5.2 Promoting stability of cluster membership
As stated previously, significant processing time may be saved if cluster mem
berships change as little as possible when adding new image data to VEOR
memory. Unfortunately, the locally optimum partitioning reached by K-
means is highly dependent upon the initial centroid values (seeds) chosen,
and the most common methods for choosing seeds are by assigning them
to the locations of random data members, or to random locations [7]. This
means that in practice, clusters are rarely identical from one partitioning to
the next when the natural groupings of the data are not well separated.
The K-Harmonic Means (KHM) algorithm [13] has been found to be
largely insensitive to seed locations when compared to K-means [11], and
was implemented in the hope of preventing unnecessary applications of PCA.
Unfortunately, the partitions generated by KHM suffered from the conver-
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gence of multiple centroids to the same locations, in effect preventing the
data from being partitioned into more than a small number of clusters. This
occurred when clustering both high-dimensional raw image data and lower-
dimensional PCA subspace data, and under any parameterization of KHM.
A different approach to cluster membership stability is taken from Un
supervised Fuzzy Clustering Optimal Number of Partitions (UFC-ONP)
algorithm [10], which is described in further detail in section 4.5.4. Every
clustering of UFC-ONP is seeded with the centroids from the previous clus
tering, which encourages the algorithm to converge to a local optimum similar
to that of the previous clustering. In addition, because this approach uses
the results of work that has already been done, it significantly reduces the
amount of time necessary to converge to a local optimum. This method is
used in VEOR, and the introduction of a new image into memory generally
changes the membership of a small number of clusters, and often only of a
single cluster.
4.5.3 Determining an appropriate number of clusters
For a clustering scheme to be useful in a real-world system,
where the input
data could vary significantly from one
invocation to the next, and from one
particular application of the system to another, it must not rely on an a priori
specification of the number of clusters to be found. Users of clustering soft
ware often pick the value of a parameter, k, using knowledge of the input data
and domain-specific intuition [12]. However, if the system is to learn from
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new images extracted from a video stream, then it should
be able to cope with
the fact that the number of natural groups within
the data might actually
increase as time progresses. In addition, Draper et al. find that the
number
of actual classes in an image dataset does not necessarily correspond
to the
best value of k for the data, and get better results when overestimating the
parameter [1]. They attribute this to the possibility that within each class,
more cohesive logical groupings may exist. Thus, domain-specific knowledge
regarding the number of classes among
which discrimination must occur does
not translate into knowledge of how many clusters should be found.
One method that may be used to estimate the relative goodness of dif
ferent partitions is to apply a cluster validity index [8]. When applied to
partitionings of the same data into different numbers of clusters, these in
dices may, in theory, show which number of clusters is more appropriate for
the data. The Xie-Beni, Fukuyama-Sugeno [8], and Dunn [9] indices were
implemented for this thesis. The Xie-Beni index of a partitioning is the ratio
of total variation (the sum of the distances from centroids to their mem
bers) divided by the separation of the data (the smallest distance between
two different data points). The Fukuyama-Sugeno index is a modification
of objective function that Fuzzy K-means seeks to minimize. Both of these
validity indices are expected to have smaller values for
"good"
partitionings,




and "bad", of course, are
relative terms that each index seeks to define differently. The Dunn index,
on the other hand, is a ratio of smallest distance between two clusters and
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the maximum cluster diameter; this is similar to a reciprocal Xie-Beni index
(though the two indices differ on details), and as such, higher values indicate
better clusterings.
Unfortunately, the optimal number of clusters found by these algorithms
did not coincide well with our definition of a good partitioning; that is,
a partition in which each cluster consists of a minimal number of classes,
while avoiding needless fragmentation. The second criterion is important,
because a trivial solution to the first criterion would be to cluster each datum
individually each cluster would then consist of a single class, but the
partition would be useless. The ideal clustering, then, would have a number
of clusters equal to the number of classes being clustered, and the members
of each cluster would be of a single class.
Rather than rating a partitioning as a whole, as the discussed indices do,
each cluster in a partitioning may instead be evaluated individually. This
approach is utilized in the ISODATA clustering algorithm [7], which uses
criteria such as a maximum and minimum number of data per cluster to
determine if a cluster is valid, if it should be split, or if it should be merged
with another cluster. For the purposes of learning-enabled object recognition
in video, cluster splitting is more
important than cluster merging, which
was not included in VEOR. Given a good clustering of n data points into k
clusters, we expect that a good clustering
of the data after the introduction
of the n +
1st
datum would consist of either k or k + 1 clusters, because
there should not be fewer natural groups in the data than existed previously.
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In fact, this inductive cluster addition scheme can be used on training data
as well, and an appropriate number of clusters for the data can be
"grown"
from a small number (the base case of the inductive algorithm). This is
because, given a clustering of n data into k clusters, where k is less than the
number of natural groups in the data, we expect that the introduction of the
k +
Is'
cluster to result in a better clustering. This is under the provision,
however, that the new centroid is added in such a way that it converges
to a meaningful location; an added centroid that simply pulls off an outlier
of a natural group, for example, does not contribute to a more meaningful
clustering. This is a real problem for K-means and derivative algorithms, due
to their convergence to a locally, rather than globally optimal partitioning,
and much research has been done towards the goal of being able to determine
initial centroid locations that result in meaningful clusterings [11].
This leads to a major benefit of per-cluster validity testing: it tells us
not only whether a clustering is valid (that is, whether a centroid should
be added), but also where a centroid should be added. In practice, when
a centroid is added to a large cluster, the resulting partitioning is similar,
except that the
"invalid"
cluster has been split. These newly formed clusters
may also assume outliers of nearby clusters that are closer to the newly
positioned centroids. The new centroid should be added "in the
midst"
of
the cluster contents, to avoid the problem of pulling outliers from the cluster,
and yet must not be the average of the data. That value would place it at the
same location as the original cluster centroid, and the two would converge
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to the same location. The method used in VEOR to determine a location
for an added centroid, given a cluster to be split, is to take the average of a
random subset of the cluster data, where the size of the subset is half that
of the cluster itself. The new centroid can then compete with the original
cluster centroid (which is initially assigned to the average location of all of
the cluster data) for membership of said data.
The simplest method of validating that a cluster is not "too
large"
is to
set a hard limit on the number of data that may be in a cluster, as is done by
ISODATA [7]. However, this approach does not facilitate the scheme chosen
to detect and learn the presence of a new object class in VEOR. New class
detection is based upon the assumption that the first appearance of a novel
class will be partitioned into a cluster consisting only of that image. If a
cluster must reach a certain number of members before being split, and an
instance of a new object happens to be closer to the centroid of a small cluster
than to any other centroid, then it may be assigned to that cluster,
despite
being far from it. A similar approach to cluster validation that does a
better
job of handling this situation is to set a limit on total variance of a cluster,
that is, on the sum of all centroid to datum distances
within a cluster. This
method will split both clusters that grow to have too many members and
clusters that are not compact, and is the method used in VEOR.
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4.5.4 Architectural considerations
Although not actually used in VEOR, the UFP-ONC
(unsupervised fuzzy
partition-optimal number of classes) algorithm [10] contributed architectural
inspiration to the system. UFP-ONC is similar to VEOR clustering in that it
is based on a K-means derivative and that it uses clustering validity measures
to determine whether additional centroids should be added into a partition
ing. However, the validity measures that it uses (fuzzy hypervolume and two
types of average cluster density) are global in scope, and the method used for
introducing a new centroid is likewise not cluster-specific. In addition,
UFP-
ONC has a secondary clustering phase, based on the Maximum Likelihood
Estimation, whose centroids are seeded by the primary clustering phase. The
secondary phase is adept at finding hyperellipsoidal clusters, given good clus
ter centroids found by the primary phase. It is unlikely that the ability to
find such clusters is worth the added complexity within VEOR, because the
goal of its clustering is not to group all members of a class together. Instead,
it is to group similar-looking images together. Draper et al. speculate that
non-hyperspherical clusters of images may be approximated with multiple
hyperspherical clusters, such as those found by K-means [1].
Although UFP-ONC was not specifically engineered for video, it has a
characteristic that lends itself to a learning-enabled video application: an
incremental determination of an appropriate number of clusters, where the
work of clustering data into k clusters is not repeated when clustering the
data into k+1 clusters. This thriftiness is facilitated by using the centroids
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found in one clustering as seeds for the next, as already discussed.
UFP-
ONC is meant to be applied to a static data set, and its incremental nature
serves to determine the optimal number of clusters for the data. When this
approach is used with a dynamically increasing data set, such as the memory
of VEOR, then it also serves to dramatically decrease the time spent on
clustering when learning is performed. Imagine a situation where n images
are learned, one at a time, and that every time that learning occurs, all
of VEOR memory must be reclustered. By using this clustering strategy,
the processing necessary to cluster the data (including the nth image) 'from
scratch"
may instead be spread out over the lifetime of the system, and the
addition of nth image requires only one more
"iteration"
of the clustering
algorithm (or two, in the case in which it is determined that a cluster is too
large and must be split; see section 4.5.3).
4.5.5 Fuzzy K-means
Fuzzy K-means (FKM), Also known as Fuzzy c-Means, is a derivative of
K-
means that incorporates fuzzy set theory [14]. Rather than assigning hard
membership to data in exactly one cluster,
FKM gives data fuzzymembership
(in the range [0,1]) in all clusters. Although (like K-means) FKM achieves a
locally optimal solution to its
objective function, it is better than K-means
at avoiding relatively
bad ones. Thus it is likely to arrive at a solution that
is closer to the global optimum [7]. The objective function that FKM seeks
to minimize is
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JFKM(X, C,U) = J2Jt (uy)m \\Xi - Cj\\2 (4.1)
j=l 1=1
This is a simplified form of the FKM objective function that uses squared
Euclidean distance as the error measure. Compare it to equation 2.1; the dif
ferences highlight the major variations between K-means and FKM. Where
equation 2.1 sums, for each cluster, over only the data belonging to that
cluster, equation 4.1 sums, for each cluster, over all data (because all data
have membership in all clusters) and that summation is modulated by the
fuzzy membership utj of each datum i in each cluster j. U is a fuzzy mem
bership matrix of dimensions n x k, where n is the number of data and k is
the number of clusters.
The parameter m determines the
'fuzziness"
of the clustering: as m ap
proaches the value one from above, cluster memberships approach those of
"hard"
K-means; that is, either one or zero. As m approaches positive infinity,
membership of data becomes equally distributed among clusters, regardless
of the distances between data and cluster centroids. m is constrained to the
range (1,+Inf) [8]. Although Pal and Bezdek suggest that good values for m
are generally in the range [1.5,2.5], such values proved to be inappropriate
for clustering in VEOR. Values of m greater than approximately 1.3 cause
multiple centroids to converge to the same locations when FKM is used in
VEOR, a problem also encountered when using K-Harmonic Means (see sec
tion 4.5.2). Other authors have found 1.3 to be an optimal value for their
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particular problem [11]. It is interesting to note that, according to [11], the
membership functions of K-Harmonic Means and FKM are mathematically
identical under certain configurations. Perhaps a single underlying property
of VEOR data causes issues with both clustering algorithms. In any case,
FKM, configured with m=1.3, allows VEOR to perform better than when
"hard"
K-means is used, despite the fact that the algorithm is not configured
to be as
"fuzzy"
as when used in some other situations.
Like K-means, FKM uses alternating optimization to converge to a solu
tion. The formulas used to optimize cluster membership and centroids may
be derived from 4.1, and are, respectively,
Uij










These terms are alternately optimized in a loop that terminates when a
convergence criterion is satisfied [8]. In the VEOR implementation of FKM,
for each iteration, the difference between the membership
matrix of that iter
ation and that of the previous iteration
is calculated. If the Euclidean norm




The VEOR Fuzzy K-means implementation can
be found in the MATLAB
function fkm. The algorithm takes as arguments a matrix of data to be
clustered and a matrix of initial cluster centroids. In VEOR, the centroid
argument consists of the centroids from the previous invocation of FKM,
possibly along with a new
centroid (see section 4.5.3). The parameter k is
inferred from the size of the centroid matrix. To use the function in a sit
uation where no prior centroids exist, the user must initialize the desired
number of centroids by hand. It is recommended that the centroids be ini
tialized to the values of random data (the Forgy method), as this technique
is simple and works well [11]. The converged cluster centroids, as well as
the final membership matrix, are returned by the function. Two algorithmic
parameters may be set which affect FKM. The fuzziness coefficient, called m
in equation 4.1, may be specified by the parameter fkm_fuzziness. It defaults
to a value of 2.0. The parameter fkm_ eta defines the membership difference
norm threshold, and defaults to a value of 0.000001.
A singularity occurs in equation 4.3 when the distance between a centroid
and a datum is zero. Pal and Bezdek [8] recommend splitting all membership
of the datum exclusively among collocated centroids by any method; in this
implementation, membership is split equally among such centroids.
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4.5.6 Summary
For the sake of comprehension, the end to end clustering procedure will be
reviewed now that its components have been described. When run for the
first time, initial centroids are chosen to be the locations of a small number of
random data. Otherwise, initial centroids are the converged centroids from
the previous clustering. Fuzzy K-means is used to partition the data, and
the membership of each resulting cluster is compared to the membership of
the previous clusters to determine for what partitions membership has not
changed. All clusters whose membership has changed are flagged as "dirty",
signifying that their PCA transformation matrices must be recalculated be
fore exemplar matching into those clusters can occur. Each resulting cluster
is also checked for validity, and if the total variance of any cluster is above a
threshold, then an additional centroid is inserted into that cluster, and the
data are repartitioned.
4.6 Exemplar matching
Exemplar matching in VEOR is similar to that used in the EOR system
as proposed in [3], which is different than the more recent proposal [1]. In
both cases the principal component analysis is applied locally to clusters
of images, but the difference lies in the
representation of those images. In
the latter proposal, PCA is applied to
image data to which Gabor filtering
and the Hough transform has been applied, and in
the former, as well as in
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VEOR, PCA is applied to raw image data.
After being assigned to a cluster,
an image is multiplied by the PCA transformation matrix for that cluster. If
clustermembership has changed since the last time the
matrix was calculated,
then PCA is run on the cluster first, and a new matrix is generated. Within
the subspace, the nearest neighbor is found for the image from the cluster
members, using the squared Euclidean distance metric; this is
the exemplar
match. Whereas this match is the output of EOR, VEOR forwards the
information to the Membership subsystem, so that an object's membership
may be tracked throughout its lifetime. A distance metric is passed to the
Membership subsystem, because such a measure is useful for determining
how strong of a match has occurred, and how strong of a hypothesis should
be drawn. However, the distance used to find the exemplar match in the
local PCA subspace is not passed; this is because a distance in one subspace
is not comparable to a distance in another subspace. To determine that one
exemplar match is stronger than another, a global metric must be used. A
simple approach would be to find the distance between input and exemplar
in grayscale image space. However, feature extraction has already been done
on both data, so the squared Euclidean distance is calculated based on their




Exemplar matching is performed within the EORClassify function, which
in turn calls pea. The system parameter EORJocalC specifies the number
of subspace dimensions that are retained when performing local PCA. The
local PCA transformation matrices, as well as a vector of flags indicating the
"dirty"
status of those matrices, is stored from one invocation of EORClassify
to the next in a VEOR data structure.
4.7 Membership
As noted by Baek, classification of images according to symbolic or logical
labels is the responsibility of super-visual processes, and is therefore explic
itly excluded from EOR [2]. The classification done by EOR is the matching
of visual input to compressed memories, inspired by the apparent function of
the right inferior frontal gyrus [1]. The output of the system during testing
is the memory image that provides the best match for the input image. Sym
bolic labels associated with images (such as
"cat"
or "dog") are never provided
to EOR, though they are necessarily used to evaluate performance. Because
the goal of VEOR is to classify video input according to class labels, such
super-visual processing was
implemented. A true associative memory, as de
scribed by Draper et al, would receive input from higher-order reasoning, the
visual pathway, and possibly from other sensors
[3]. This more modest imple
mentation is interfaced only by the visual pathway, and provides hypotheses
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of class membership. These hypotheses are not probabilities (though they
bear a passing resemblance); instead, they are scores in the range [0,1.0],
for which evidence is accumulated over the lifetime of a tracked object, and
which represent confidence that the object is a member of any number of
exclusive classes. The hypotheses are
"fuzzy"
in that they simultaneously
track membership in multiple classes, however, if a
"hard"
classification is
desired, it may be obtained by considering only the class in which an ob
ject has maximum membership. Because the very images being classified
in this manner can be introduced into memory, they may provide exemplar
matches for future visual input. To facilitate this, assignment ofmembership
is treated slightly differently depending on whether an exemplar match is a
training image, a learned image of a different object, or a learned image of
the object in question.
4.7.1 Matching to a training image
The simplest case ofmembership assignment is when the exemplar match is
a training image. This is because we may be completely sure (a confidence of
1.0) that the image is of a certain class, assigned by a human before training;
membership in all other classes is zero. The membership contributed by such
a match should be dependent on the distance between the exemplar and the
image being classified, because a smaller distance indicates a better match
(and a higher confidence that the exemplar's class is also that of the input).
The actual distance value is not calculated here, but is provided by the EOR
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subsystem. Thus, the same metric is used, the squared Euclidean distance
in the global PCA subspace (see section 4.4). The particular function used
to determine a membership contribution should decrease monotonically as
distance increases. The following contribution function was chosen:
contribution = -. (4.4)
1 + Vdistance
Note that the square root of the squared Euclidean distance between
the images is simply the Euclidean distance. An experimentally determined
stretching factor was added so that the curve of the function better fit the
data. Although this did not affect classification performance, it was necessary
for the learning of new classes. The modified function is then:
contribution = , (4.5)
1 + ^V distance
It may be desirable that a more suitable function (perhaps a Gaussian or
a function that is automatically fit to the data at hand) be used; however, the
above function achieves our goals. Each frame in which an object appears
provides an image that contributes to the accumulated membership hypoth
esis for that object. To keep values in the unit range, an object's hypothesis
is averaged over that number of frames.
More formally, when an image A of an object J is matched to an training
image B, the contribution of membership of A to J
is calculated according
to function 4.5, and the contribution is only of the
class in which B has
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membership. The accumulated membership values of J are averaged over
the number of frames in which J appears.
4.7.2 Matching to a different object
An important distinction is that membership is assigned to tracked objects,
not to their constituent images. Therefore, when a learned image is an exem
plar match for another image, the membership of the former's object is taken
into consideration. For example, a learned object may have been matched to
car training images for several frames, and to van training images for several
frames, and thus would have accumulated membership in both classes. If
another object was later matched to any of these images, then membership





view. An approach could have been taken in which
a
"car-like"
view would contribute a stronger car hypothesis; however, this
does not make use of the certain knowledge (assuming perfect object track
ing) that those images belong to the same object and that by matching
to this object, rather than to a car training image, the system determines
that the new object looks more like the first than like the trained car. If
uncertainty existed regarding the class membership of the first object, then
it should be propagated to the second.
Because an exemplar may have membership in more than one class, the
contribution function is modified in this way:
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Where exemplarMembership is a vector in which each value denotes the
exemplar's membership in a different class, contribution, then, is likewise
a vector. This function is actually a generalization of equation 4.5: when
matching to a training image, exemplarMembership has a value of 1.0 for a
single class, and zeros for all other classes, and this is reflected in the resulting
contribution.
When an image A belonging to object J is matched to an image B be
longing to an object K, where J is not K, then a portion of the membership
of K is contributed by A to J. The size of the portion is dependent on the
distance between A and B, using the same function as when matching to a
training image. The contribution is averaged over the number of frames in
which J appears.
4.7.3 Matching to the same object
When matching an image to another image belonging to the same object, that
is, to a previously-seen view of the object being classified, then assignment
of membership is treated in a different
manner. This is because such an
exemplar match does not provide any truly new information regarding class
membership of the object. Whereas matching
an object to a training image
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of a car tells us (with a certain degree of confidence) that the object looks
like that car, matching the same object, in the next frame, to the learned
image of itself tells us only that it "looks like it did when it looked like a car".
If such a case were treated in the same manner as a normal exemplar match,
then the object would acquire a portion (dependent on the distance of the
match in this case, probably a small distance, so a large portion) of its own
membership hypothesis. This gives no new information, since the individual
class memberships of the objects would be affected proportionally. In fact,
because contributions are averaged over the lifetime of objects, contributing
a fraction of an object's own membership would cause its overall hypothesis
to decrease over time. This would create a strange paradox where, the longer
we see an object, the less confident we become in its classification!
On the other hand, neither can such matches be ignored, for they do
indeed provide useful information. An object that looks "a little
bit"
like a
car for many frames, and "a little
bit"
like a van for a few frames, should be
classified, albeit weakly, as a car. To allow for both of these considerations,
the following scheme is implemented: when an image A is matched to an
image B of the same object J, the contribution of membership of A to J is
the same as the earlier contribution from B to J (as opposed to a portion
of the membership of J, as happens when matching to a different object).
The accumulated membership is still averaged over the number of frames in
which the object appears. Whereas matching an image to a different object
or to a training image has the affect of adding evidence to the membership
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hypothesis, this kind of matching rebalances the object's hypothesis among
the classes in which it has membership, and strengthens the original contri
bution of the exemplar match image. The reason that the whole contribution
of B, rather than a distance-related portion, is recontributed, is because we
may be completely confident that A and B are from the same object. In
addition, to recontribute only a fraction of 's contribution would have the
effect (after averaging) of diminishing the hypothesis, rather than rebalanc
ing it. That is, rather than strengthening the class memberships favored by
B at the expense of memberships in other classes, recontributing a fraction
would weaken membership in all classes (though not proportionally).
4.7.4 Implementation notes
Following the models of EOR and biology [2], visual functions (including ex
emplar matching) and classification according to labels are kept in separate
subsystems. Membership functionality is implemented in a single function,
called membership, which may be invoked with different parameters to per
form different membership-related tasks. Membership setting modes include
a training mode, in which training images are given full membership in a
given class, and an exemplar matching mode, which is invoked in the same
way for the three types ofmatches detailed above (the membership function
determines which type is appropriate). In addition, membership has a mode
in which a new class is created for an image, and the corresponding object is
given membership in that class. This mode is used when the EOR subsys-
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tem partitions an input image into its own
cluster (see section 4.8.1). There
are two membership retrieval
modes: one for objects, and one for training
samples (because training samples are not associated with objects). A final
invocation mode returns the symbolic label associated with an integer class
identifier; such integers are used as indices into the membership vectors re
turned by the retrieval modes. The length of membership vectors may be
less than the total number of classes used in the system; however, a vector
has an implied membership of zero in classes whose identifiers are greater
than its length.
The persistent variables (i.e, memory) associated with membership are
stored in the same VEOR data structure used by the EOR subsystem (though
there is no intersection between the fields used by the two modules). When
used in a
"getting"
fashion, membership takes this structure as a parameter,
and when "setting", the structure is both a parameter and a return value of
the function.
4.8 Learning
4.8.1 Types of learning
Two different types of learning are facilitated within VEOR. The first is
the ability to learn new instances of familiar classes of objects, under fa
miliar views. When an object image is extracted from video and classified
by VEOR, a distance metric between the image and its exemplar match is
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calculated. If that distance is above a threshold, the image is considered
to be significantly different from the images in memory, and learning oc
curs. The image is added to the data in memory (consisting of both trained
and learned images), which are then reclustered. A fresh exemplar match
is found for the image, excluding the obviously bad choice of matching it to
itself, and class membership is calculated. In effect, the image becomes part
of the training set, with the following exception: while we can be certain of
the class membership of a true training image, we cannot be certain of the
membership of a learned image. This concept is discussed in more detail in
section 4.7. If, on the other hand, the distance between an image and its
exemplar match is below the threshold, then the image is classified, but not
learned. The current implementation of VEOR does not actually make use
of this instance-level learning, except in that it is necessary to facilitate the
learning of new viewpoints and classes (described below). However, a future
version of the system could use this knowledge, along with object tracking, to
identify an object as being both a certain class and a certain instance of that
class. For example, an object could be classified as both a car and as a cer
tain model of car, with a separate level of confidence in
both classifications.
Because of this learning, a system would not need to be trained on all models
of cars to be able to classify objects as those
models. However, association
of a model name with an instance learned at runtime is impossible, and an
artificial label would be created. This label could later be replaced with a
model name supplied by a user who is monitoring the system, and vehicles
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classified on an instance level to that model would then be associated with
the model label.
The second type of learning performed by VEOR is that of novel classes
and viewpoints. As stated above, if an object is found to be significantly
different from its exemplar match, it is introduced into memory as a learned
image. Part of that process involves reclustering the data (see section 4.5).
If, after this step, the new image is in a cluster by itself, then it is reasonable
to say that it is extremely different from all of the images in memory (both
trained and learned). Exemplar matching cannot even be performed, as
there are no other images in the cluster to which an exemplar match can
be made. In this case, a new (artificial) class is created, and the object
is assigned membership in that class to a moderate degree. The image is
not assigned certain membership in the new class, because it is unknown at
that point whether it is actually a member of an unknown class, or if it is
simply a novel viewpoint of a known class. If the latter is the case, and the
view of the object later changes through rotation or other means, then the
object may begin to resemble a trained class. Strong exemplar matches to
training images will outweigh the membership in the artificial class, and the
object (along with its constituent images) will be classified most strongly
as the trained class. Future exemplar matches of new images to the novel
viewpoint will classify the images as the trained class. Thus, the system
will have learned, at runtime, to classify objects under viewpoints that were
unfamiliar at the time of training. An example of this behavior, involving
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classification of head-on views of cars using a system trained on car profiles,
is included in section 5.3.
It should be noted that an image must be quite different from all images
in memory for novel class detection to occur. IfVEOR sees a profile of a van
after being trained on profiles of cars and trucks, then the van will probably
be clustered along with members of one (or both) of those classes. An exem
plar match would then be made to one of the classes, though possibly with a
low degree of certainty. If a pedestrian was classified by the system, on the
other hand, he or she would almost certainly be found to be an instance of
a new class. Another possible issue is that classification accuracy may di
minish as learning occurs, because the likelihood of exemplar matching to a
training image (with a known class) decreases, while the chances ofmatching
to a learned image (with only a class hypothesis) increases. Whether perfor
mance degrades due to learning, and to what degree, has not been tested. It
may be important to set learning-related parameters (see the next section)
in such a way that learning occurs only when truly useful, and that "trivially
novel"
images are not learned.
4.8.2 Learning-related parameters
Several system parameters influence the behavior and performance of learn
ing. One of them is the criterion by which clusters are split, the EOR_
max-
ClusterVariance threshold (see section 4.5.3). If that parameter is set to too
high of a value, then an image that is vastly
different from training data may
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be partitioned into a cluster along with the closest of those data, rather than
into a cluster by itself. Because such individual clustering is used to detect
a novel class or perspective, this type of learning would be prevented. If, on
the other hand, EOR_maxClusterVariance is too low, then the clustering of
VEOR memory may become overly fragmented, reducing performance. Set
ting the variable to a very low value might even cause images that ought to
be classified as a known class to be misclassified as a novel class.
Another parameter to which class and perspective learning is sensitive is
membership_ newClassMembership. In fact, this variable determines the ten
dency of the system to prefer one of those types of learning over the other.
Thus, if the learning of both new classes and new perspectives of existing
classes is desired in the same application, care must be taken regarding this
parameter. When an image is determined to be a member of a new class
or perspective, it is given membership in a new class with a unique artificial
label, such as "Unknown_l". The confidence of the object in this new class,
in the range [0,1], is specified by newClassMembership. A high value for this
parameter causes a high degree of membership of an object in its new class,
and strong subsequent evidence is needed to associate the object with an
other class. This behavior favors the treatment of new images as novel classes
rather than new perspectives. A low value for newClassMembership would
cause membership in a new class to be overcome relatively easily by mem
bership in an existing class. This would allow new perspectives to quickly
be assimilated into their respective known classes. However, if an object of a
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truly novel class, unseen under any perspective in training data, were viewed,
any frame in which that object appeared to be similar to (i.e, in which a par
ticular image of that object was exemplar matched to) training data would
cause membership of that object to be strongest in the trained class.
Take for example the testing video shown in figure 5.5. In the first frame in
which the object is tracked by the system, it clustered alone, and an artificial
class is created. The images of that object for the next several frames are
matched to that class. When the car begins to turn, it looks different enough
from both the training images and the head-on images from the same object
that a second artificial class is created. However, the few frames in which the
object looks like this new class are not enough for membership in it to become
higher than membership in the first, and the object is considered to be an
instance of the first unknown class throughout. Further into the turn, the
perspective of the car actually looks more to VEOR like a van than anything
else. Here is where the choice of newClassMembership comes into play. A
low value will cause membership in the two artificial classes to be instantly
dwarfed by the membership contributed from the van training image. Once
the car turns fully to profile view, the greater number of frames in which it
looks like a car, along with the lower distance of the exemplar match to a
car training image, cause the car hypothesis to become larger than the van
hypothesis. On the other extreme, a very low value for newClassMembership
would implement an assumption that an unclassifiable image, like the head-
on car, represents a truly novel class, and would contribute such a high
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confidence in that class that the contributions of the van and car matches
are not enough to overcome it. This is especially true in this example, because
the number of frames in which it looks like a car is actually smaller than those
in which it looks like artificial classes. Obviously, the value for the parameter
should be chosen based on the nature of the video input, and on the type of
learning desired. By carefully choosing a value for the parameter, both class
and perspective learning may be facilitated.
The findObjects
_
minSize parameter, which specifies how large an object
must be in order to be tracked, plays a small role in learning. This value
determines how large, in pixels, a segmented area in the video input must
be for it to be tracked as an object (see section 4.3). If too small of a
value is chosen, then distant objects occupying few pixels may be tracked,
though their details have been obscured by the discrete nature of, and low
number of, their pixels. Because of this low resolution, objects of similar
grayscale intensity tend to look the same at far distances. Learning from
such images does not provide a sound prototype to which to perform later
exemplar matching. Indeed, even classifying such instances is unreliable, and




An estimation of the performance ofVEOR on real-world video input is found
through testing with two datasets: a large database of vehicle profile images,
and a smaller set of videos. In section 5.2, the still images are used (in disjoint
subsets) as both testing and training data, while in section 5.3, they are used
for training while testing is performed on the videos. The former experiment
serves to simulate video classification using a large number of image samples,
while the latter tests whether these results reflect performance on real-world
data.
5.1 The cat and dog database
In the literature [1, 2, 3], EOR implementations are tested in part with a
database of cat and dog facesA The database contains 100 grayscale images
LThis database was graciously provided to the author by Dr. Bruce Draper.
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Figure 5.1: Some examples from the cat and dog database, courtesy of [3].
from each of the two classes, and these images are 64 pixels in width and
height. The images are cropped and scaled such that the eyes in each image
are in roughly the same place, and the faces take up most of the image
area.
The faces are not segmented, and because VEOR requires segmented input,
artificial segmentation masks were created which cause all of the pixels in
the images to be considered foreground. Although this database does not
represent the type of input for which VEOR is designed, its use here serves
two purposes. First, it allows the effectiveness of VEOR, when used as a
general-purpose object classification technique (that is, one which expects
unsegmented still images as input), to be gauged. Second, it provides a
point of comparison between parameterizations of VEOR and EOR.
The testing procedure used here is similar to that described in [3]. 80%
(160 images) of the database is used as training data, and the remaining
20% (40 images) as testing data. If the exemplar match found by VEOR
for a testing datum is of the same class as that datum, then the match is
considered a success. Because classification accuracy varies depending on
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which data are included in the training and testing sets, classification of the
testing set is repeated 25 times, and training on occurs a different random
subset of the database each time. Therefore, a total of 1000 exemplarmatches
are performed for each configuration tested.
The default algorithmic configuration for VEOR is tested under different
parametric configurations. Three variables (the fuzziness coefficient of Fuzzy
K-means and the number of retained global and local PCA subspace dimen
sions) are varied independently while holding the others. The results may be
seen in figure 5.2. For local PCA, little accuracy is gained by retaining greater
than five subspaces (though in both cases, performance decreases if less than
five are retained). This finding is similar to that found in the literature [2, 1].
Increasing the number of retained global subspaces does not show the same
smooth increase in performance, but rather a fluctuation within a confined
range. Performance increased significantly when a fuzziness coefficient of 1.3
was used, though values higher than 1.3 yielded empty clusters.
Several algorithmic configurations which resemble the EOR proposals
[3, 2, 1] in various respects were tested as well. Gabor filter-based feature
extraction (as opposed to global PCA) was enabled for all of these. The
specifics of these configurations, as well as their classification accuracies, may
be seen in table 5.1. In these tests, the Hough transform and the application
of local PCA to clustered feature vectors (rather than to their corresponding
image data) decreased performance, while the use of Fuzzy K-means and in
cremental clustering improved
performance. While a fuzziness coefficient of
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Local PCA retained subspace dimensions Global PCA retained subspace dimensions
"0 2 4 8 8 10 12 14 16 18
Number of retained subspace dimensions
Fuzzy K-Meana fuzziness coefficient
Figure 5.2: Cat and dog database classification performance using global
PCA feature extraction. The number of local and global PCA subspace
dimensions are varied (top left and top right, respectively), as well as Fuzzy
K-means'
fuzziness coefficient (bottom). The default values for the number
of global and local subspaces is 5, and the default fuzziness is 1.3.
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Configuration 1 2 3 4 5 6
Accuracy 67.0% 80.8% 84.6% 81.5% 81.7% 83.8%
Clustering algorithm HKM HKM FKM FKM FKM FKM
Fuzziness n/a n/a 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3
PCA on raw images? Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Hough transform? Yes No No No No No
Incremental clustering? No No Yes Yes No Yes
Table 5.1: Cat and dog classification using Gabor filtering for feature extrac
tion. "PCA on raw image
data"
indicates whether PCA is applied directly
to image data, or to a Gabor-filtered feature vector.
1.3 provided better results when global PCA is used for feature extraction,
it does not when Gabor-based feature extraction is used on this data. The
best performance was achieved with this dataset using Gabor-based feature
extraction, along with incremental Fuzzy K-means.
5.2 The segmented vehicle profile database
The segmented vehicle profile database consists of 300 samples, each ofwhich
has four parts: a video frame, a mask frame, a coordinate pair, and a class
label. The purpose of these components is described in section 4.1. Three
classes (cars, vans, and pickup trucks) are represented by 100 samples each.
The video frames were extracted from footage taken by the author, and
were segmented using
multi-Gaussian background modeling (see section 4.2).
Frames were oriented such that for each, the vehicle identified by the corre
sponding
coordinate pair faces from left to right. Vehicle types (such as the
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station wagon) that are visually similar to more than one of the three repre
sented classes were excluded, as were pickup trucks whfully ose appearance
was significantly altered by scaffolding or cargo. Any vehicle whose classi
fication was not instantly obvious to the author was also excluded, because
VEOR is an appearance-based technique; if a human must use logic to de
duce the classification of a vehicle, then a system such as VEOR should not
be expected to classify it based solely on its appearance. Many variations do
exist within each class represented by the database, however. For example,
the van class also includes minivans. Videos were captured at a range of
distances from objects, resulting in a variety of pixel resolutions.
Because the goal of this experimentation is to predict the effectiveness
of VEOR on real-world video data, an attempt was made to keep testing
data realistic. The video from which the data was extracted was taken at
several locations, with both man-made and natural backgrounds. Seasonal
and weather conditions vary from one frame to another, as does the time of
day. Segmentation masks vary in their quality, and generally include some
background or exclude part of a vehicle. Some even have holes; however,
unconnected and very badly segmented objects were excluded.
The data are not completely realistic, however, because shadow removal
was performed by hand on a majority of masks. This was necessary because
many shadows significantly distort the appearance of their corresponding
objects, and a bottom-up appearance-based approach such as VEOR would
perform poorly when trained on such images. Although shadow removal
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Figure 5.3: Examples of video frames from the vehicle database, and their
corresponding masks.
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makes the database less realistic, it is justified here because a robust shadow
removal technique is being developed separately at RIT, and will be used in a
future version of the foreground segmentation system. If such a system is used
as a pre-processing step, then a deployed VEOR-based application would
receive runtime input that is similar to this database. A "not too
careful"
approach was taken when removing shadows, corresponding to the imperfect
segmentation of the objects themselves, and to the imperfect shadow removal
that may be expected from any modern technique.
As with the testing performed on the cat and dog database, the number
of local and global retained PCA subspaces and Fuzzy
K-means'
fuzziness
coefficient were varied. Performance increased as local retained subspaces
increased, tapering off after 5. Performance actually decreased slightly as
more global subspace dimensions were added, however, the difference in ac
curacy over the tested domain was only approximately 2%. Accuracy was
also not affected significantly by changing the value of the fuzziness coeffi
cient. A final, major difference between the behavior of the vehicle database
and the cat and dog database is that, although performance of the two is
similar when Gabor-based feature extraction, global PCA feature extraction
improves performance on segmented vehicle data, and decreases performance
on unsegmented cat and dog faces. This finding shows that the algorithms
and parameters that should be used for classification depend greatly on the
image data to be classified.
Unfortunately, not all real-world vehicles face from left to right, as do all
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Local PCA retained subspace dimensions Global PCA retained subspace dimensions
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Fuzzy K-Means fuzziness coefficient
1.2 1.25
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Figure 5.4: Vehicle database classification performance using global PCA
feature extraction. The number of local and global PCA subspace dimensions





Accuracy 53.8% 81.2% 85.0% 82.3% 82.3%
Clustering algorithm HKM HKM FKM FKM FKM
Fuzziness n/a n/a 1.1 1.1 1.1
PCA on raw images? Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Hough transform? Yes No No No No
Incremental clustering? No No Yes Yes No
Table 5.2: Vehicle database classification using Gabor filtering.
Configuration 1 2 3 4 5
L
6
Accuracy 77.3% 88.5% 78.8% 83.1% 73.5% 80.5%
Global dims 10 50 10 50 10 50
Metric sq.euclid. sq.euclid. city bl. city bl. mahal. mahal.
Table 5.3: Configurations using image mirroring. The number of local re
tained PCA subspace dimensions in all cases is 10, and the fuzziness coeffi
cient is 1.3. The number of retained global subspace dimensions is either 10
or 50, and the subspace distance metrics tested are squared Euclidean, city
block, and Mahalanobis.
of the samples in the vehicle database. Therefore, additional tests were per
formed using image mirroring (see section 4.1), which reduced the accuracy
of classification. In an attempt to improve the global subspace distance met
ric, upon which exemplar matching under image mirroring depends heavily,
the city block and Mahalanobis metrics were employed, as suggested in [4].
Neither metric proved superior to the squared Euclidean distance in this case.
However, accuracy was improved by increasing the number of global subspace
dimensions, which presumably made the distance metric more meaningful.
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5.3 Experiments with video data
5.3.1 Vehicle profile videos
To determine whether the results found in section 5.2 are representative of
the performance ofVEOR when video data is used as input, experimentation
was performed using 45 video clips as testing data (15 each of cars, pickup
trucks, and vans). Each clip shows a vehicle driving in profile from one side
of the camera's field of vision to the other. The classification of the object
in each frame contributes to its overall membership hypothesis. If the final
hypothesis for an object attributes more membership to the object's actual
class than to all other classes (remember that a membership hypothesis spec
ifies some level of membership in all classes), then that object is considered
to have been correctly classified. Image mirroring was necessarily enabled,
because vehicles drive from right to left in many of these videos. No shadow
removal is performed on these clips. However, VEOR is given an advantage
in the classification of these vehicles evidence is gathered over the pe
riod of time that the vehicles are visible, which should produce more reliable
classifications. Results of these tests may be seen in table 5.4.
Accuracy was lower when this data was classified than when mirrored still
image data was used (see table 5.3). Relatively bad segmentation, due to lack
of shadow removal, is probably the main cause for this. Among the three
tested vehicle classes (cars, pickup trucks, and vans), pickup trucks, due to
their high clearance, were affected the most by the included shadows. This
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Configuration 1 2 3
Accuracy 64.4% 82.2% 82.2%
Accuracy (excluding pickups) 83.3% 100% 96.6%
Global subspace dimensions 10 50 50
Local subspace dimensions 10 10 50
Table 5.4: Classification of vehicle profile videos.
fact is reflected in the results most of the incorrect classifications in table
5.4 were pickups; in fact, when pickups were removed from testing data (yet
still included in the training set), accuracy was nearly perfect. This fact is
encouraging, and the combination of an automatic shadow removal technique
with the ability to accumulate evidence from multiple exemplar matches may
yield results superior to those achieved with the still image database.
5.3.2 Learning-related experiments
Testing was also performed to demonstrate the ability ofVEOR to learn novel
views and classes at runtime. To test the former, video footage was taken
in which cars followed a road containing a right-angle turn. The cars drive
towards the camera, make the turn, and continue on for a short distance
in profile. The test video shown in figure 5.5 consists of three sequential
segmented video clips, each showing a different car driving in this manner.
The challenge of this test is that the system is trained using only vehicle
profiles, and must associate the previously unseen view of the front of a car
with the car class. This is done so that future appearances of the front of
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cars will be classified as cars.
As expected, VEOR initially classifies the first car as an instance of an
unknown object; that is, an artificial class is created for it. This unknown
classification persists until the car is in mid-turn, where VEOR briefly finds
that it most resembles a van. When the car finally turns fully to a profile view
for a short period of time, strong matches to car training samples outweigh
the classifications of van and unknown object. When the second car appears
in head-on view, it is exemplar matched to the newly learned images from
the previous object, which the system remembers as a car. Thus, the second
car is consistently classified as a car while it is in view. The same is true
for the third car. It is not particularly interesting that the system changes
its hypothesis about the first car based on its different views. What is more
interesting is that after seeing only one such unknown object
"morph"
into a
known one, further instances are classified correctly whether or not those
instances make the right-angle turn.
To test the bounds of this type of learning, another video was constructed
consisting of the first car from the previous test, followed by two other cars
whose grayscale values are significantly darker than that the first, but similar
to one another. VEOR treats the first car in the same manner as in the
previous test. In this case, however, the front view of the second car was not
matched to that of the first, and it is initially classified as unknown. The
third car benefits from the views learned from the second, and is classified as
a car throughout. This demonstrates a limitation in using global PCA-based
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Figure 5.5: Frames from the classified output video. Each row shows a
different car approaching the camera (column one), turning (column two),
and continuing in profile (column three). A red bounding box indicates
a
"car"
classification, green indicates a
"van"




To demonstrate the learning of new classes, a video was filmed in which a
pedestrian walk by, followed by a car, followed by another pedestrian. VEOR
was trained solely on vehicle data. As expected, VEOR classifies the first
pedestrian as a member of a new (unknown) class, classifies the car correctly,





The EOR system is noteworthy not for the novelty of its component algo
rithms, but for the careful selection and arrangement of those algorithms,
which yields greater performance than that achieved by the components in
dividually. In the same fashion, VEOR approaches the problem of object
classification in segmented video by incorporating algorithms suited to that
data and connecting them in ways complimentary to the progression of a
video sequence. In addition, the VEOR architecture allows new viewpoints
and classes to be learned at runtime.
The results in chapter 5 demonstrate that different types of image data
are best classified using different algorithmic variations. And, while VEOR
achieves additional flexibility by removing the parameter k, it adds parame
ters of its own, the values of which influence one another. For instance, an
increase in the number of retained global PCA subspace dimensions should
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be accompanied by an increase in the thresholds that act on distances in
that subspace. If techniques were found that would automatically determine
good values for parameters such as these, based on the needs and properties
of different applications, then the ease with which VEOR could be ported
to those applications would be increased. Currently, some trial-and-error
is necessary to determine appropriate values. However, VEOR provides an
architecture upon which further refinements and additions can be made.
The addition of automatic shadow removal and robust object tracking
may increase performance on real-world video data, as may integration into
a system with a full associative memory and higher-order reasoning abilities.
In the same way that algorithms may be tied together into techniques such as
VEOR, these kinds of technologies should be combined in ways that exploit
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